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7137 Winona Ave
Saint Louis, 63109

Circa 1951:                      Affordable Lindenwood Park/63109 2 bedroom/1 bath bungalow w/ 
updated kitchen & bath plus lots of finished space in the lower level. This 
captivating home can stand on its own but wait until you see this backyard!! Let's 
talk about the updates - granite counters, s/s appliances (all to stay), updated 
light fixtures, updated bathroom. Now we add in the charm - hardwood floors, 
cool sun room & a massive deck w/ separate firepit seating. This backyard was 
meant for bountiful gardens, get-togethers & fun!! Just wait, you will say, "wow 
this is a big backyard." Lower level has a massive family room area plus an 
office/bonus room (sellers used it as a ginormous walk-in closet). This brings the 
house to over 1400 sq ft of living space. There is also a utility room w/ additional 
storage space. Location is spot on - walk to the Metro, quick access to Hwy 44, 
bike right over & catch the River des Peres Trail. Hop over to Webster Groves & 
Maplewood. Check out Lindenwood Park - a gem.

Tina Siebert

(314) 603-8555
Tina.Siebert@CircaSTL.com
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Floorplan Disclaimer: 
All measurements are 
approximate and not 
guaranteed to be exact 
or to scale. Buyer should 
confirm measurements 
using their own sources 
prior to purchasing or 
writing an offer. Not for 
use with appraisal or 
assessment.

VISIT 7137WINONA.COM FOR VIRTUAL TOUR AND MORE INFORMATION
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P Lindendwood Park is a fun park so check
out the fesitivals and activities
P Bright hardwood floors are the perfect

accessory for your new home
P Ginormous, big really big, huge, expansive

- all words their friends used to describe
the backyard
P This kitchen was set up for the foodie in

you - the triangle
P Grab the Metro and head to Downtown to

cheer on the Cardinals, Blues and soon St
Louis City FC
P This sunroom while vintage is so cool to

hang out in
P The finished areas in the lower level

litterally almost double the living space
PWallet Saver - Newer kitchen appliances

to stay
P This deck and firepit seating will be the

talk of your friends - good luck getting
them to leave


